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❝ If you don’t have the right equipment after you blast

Weather or not — the job gets done

the surface, the humidity in the air turns the blast —
losing the blast profile that you need. ❞
— Larry Povse, corrosion manager,
Industrial Specialists.

Dehumidification Technologies Inc.
You have to control before you can take
control
— and
Dehumidification
Technologies Inc. (DH Tech) can control
any drying situation.
DH Tech offers rental and sales of desiccant and refrigerant dehumidifiers.
Rentals are available on a short-term or
long-term basis. The company has a large
variance of dehumidification equipment
(200 cfm to 20,000 cfm) as well as heaters
and cooling coils to complement its fleet.
Unsurpassed knowledge, expertise
and innovative techniques ensure successful projects for DH Tech’s customers.
In addition, the company’s combined systems create optimum environments for
specific projects.
With DH Tech, drying is not a “blowing in the wind” situation. The use of precise psychrometrics, material density
data and the known effects of ambient
conditions, enables DH Tech to take command of any project.

before, and I chose to work with DH Tech
because of his knowledge of the equipment
and ability to get it out on the job site in a
timely manner,” Povse said. “He also follows up with phone calls to make sure
everything is as it should be. I would recommend DH Tech.”
When preparing surfaces for tank coatings, humidity control is crucial.
“If you don’t have the right equipment
after you blast the surface, the humidity in
the air turns the blast — losing the blast
profile that you need. The manufacturer of
the materials we use for coatings requires
a certain blast profile (considered near
white or white). If we don’t have this
equipment, it’s very costly,” Povse said.

Create your own environment
DH Tech’s temporary humidity and temperature control division includes equipment that can be used for many industrial
applications such as tank coating or repairing, catalyst removal, vessel cooling, clean
rooms, and more.
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Another way the company saves its
customers money: DH Tech can use different sources for power including electric, gas (propane or natural) and steam in
order to run the dehumidifier in a more
economical way.

DH Tech can use different sources for power including electric, gas (propane or natural) and steam in order
to run the dehumidifier in a more economical way for the
customer. Here, propane is used as a power source.

Tank lining division
DH Tech’s tank division can assist with
humidity and/or temperature in:
—Petroleum tanks.
—Water tanks.

—Chemical tanks.
—Reactors and vessels.
—Stack.
—Containment areas.
—Tunnels.
—Piping.
Water damage division
DH Tech also has a water damage division, recognizing the destructive effects of
uncontrolled water or moisture.
The elimination of excessive moisture is
no longer an art. It is now a very precise
and predictable science.
“We no longer measure water by drops,
we now calculate ‘grains of moisture.’
Relative humidity can be measured and
calculated with the use of established
laws of physics on psychrometric charts,”
Battle said.
Drying times of almost every substance
can be accurately calculated by using
known formulas to measure density,
absorption factors and moisture release
characteristics.
For more information, visit
www.rentdh.com or call (866) RENTDHT [(866) 736-8348]. ❑

Weather or not...

We get the job done.
Dehumidification Technologies Inc. offers
rental and sales of dessicant and refrigerant
dehumidifiers. We have the largest variance of
dehumidification equipment (200 cfm to 20,000
cfm) as well as heaters and cooling coils to create
any environment for our customer.
Our innovative techniques, a wealth of knowledge, and dependable service help customers achieve a
successful project – on time and under budget.
Weather or not - our customers can work all day, all night or through adverse climate conditions. You
and your personnel can feel comfortable knowing that Dehumidification Technologies, Inc. is standing
beside you until the job gets done.

24 hours a day /
7 days a week on-call service

DeHumidification Technologies, Inc.
(866) RENT-DHT
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